the loosely told tale, in whose infant chest "the whole town confi rmed: the sound of the city throbbed inside her."
The Rusted City takes dreamlike steps through the life of a family that exists in a place of shape shifting corrosion and disintegration, a city of scrap and crushed cans, of secrets and sorrow. If the Brothers Grimm stumbled upon a backstreet of dead machine shops, this is the world they would spin even as that world-including its language-falls apart. One poem tells of a time when "production of words was cut to save money." The characters are allegorical: "the quiet mother," "the smallest sister," "the oldest sister," "the favorite father," and "the rusted city" itself. The short, connected pieces undulate between prose poetry and verse as the city and the family oxidize, corrode, and self destruct.
Artfully arranged in fi ve sections, the pieces fi nd their tone and consistency in the motif of rust and deterioration. If there is one complaint-and it's a minor one-it's that the recurring redness of rust and dust, sometimes embodied as red mites or fi re ants, eventually borders on redundancy.
The best surprises come when the larger mythology of the place opens up, especially in sections two and four, as the oldest sister teaches the youngest sister the history of their city, in a series of "In the Century of " poems: "In the Century of Fumes," "In the Century of Mute Tongues," "In the Century of Tiny Earthquakes," "In the Century of Breaking Sentences," and so forth.
These pieces help balance the close tension of the family and generate a backdrop for the ultimate hardscrabble hope of The Rusted City, as the smallest sister begins to build a home of her own from the scraps around her and the possibility of a new city begins to grow inside her.
The Rusted City, published by White Pine Press, is the eighteenth volume in the Marie Alexander Poetry Series, which is "dedicated to the appreciation, enjoyment, and understanding of American prose poetry." Hurt, who now lives in Cincinnati, has made an admirable contribution to that form, and to a growing body of contemporary Rust Belt writing.
Whereas much of the recent literature, journalism, and visual art of the postindustrial Midwest has embraced a specifi city of place-most notably, most often, and often most histrionically, Detroit-Hurt smartly manages to work up an otherworld (and an underworld) of the imagination just beyond the real place she knows.
With a number of recent prizes and strong publications in literary journals, Hurt is a young writer to watch. This debut sets her voice among the new generation of writers from the Rust Belt, a region often misunder-stood or ignored, and therefore ripe for new defi nitions. With The Rusted City, Rochelle Hurt has ramped up the production of a language for the place that made her.
David Giffels A hometown boy, though long exiled to San Francisco, Young is careful to cultivate his street cred from the get-go. Young, a journalist, now runs a popular blog called "Flint Expatriates," which is his way of "thinking out loud about Flint" (30). Fifteen years after leaving Flint, he still felt that he owed his hometown and wanted to give something tangible back. The book is organized around his on-again, off-again efforts to buy and fi x up one of the cities many neglected properties. One of the joys of reading Teardown is to accompany Young as he squirms over his urban homesteading idea. Did it make fi nancial sense? Would his partner understand? How would his actions look to others? Would it make any difference? He did not want to become another underfi nanced absentee landlord-or part of the problem.
When I fi rst started reading Teardown, I wondered about its politics. Would Young be another urban explorer wanting to cash in on other people's misery? Was it going to be more "ruin porn"? Early on, he reassures us that he is not some "minor-league George Orwell" intent on slumming it with the marginal for a few days. To his credit, he never aestheticizes rubble into ruin. The book is all about the people who live amidst this ruination. Young is particularly drawn to those who are defi antly trying to dam the fl oodwaters of decline. "They were all tough people fi ghting for Flint in their own ways," he writes (240).
